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The 25 Top Clutter Culprits…And What to Do About Them! 

 

1 Mail  
Open, File, Toss, Pay bills or Put info on calendar. Put outgoing mail in a 
tray by the door. RSVP to invitations and put event on your calendar. 

2 Catalogs  

Review then Toss. Call customer service dept and ask them to remove 
you from their mailing list if you don’t want to receive it. Opt out of 

national mailing lists by registering with Mail Preference Service 
(MPS) http://www.dmaconsumers.org/cgi/offmailinglist/ 

3 Magazines  Review, Read , Pass along to someone else or Toss  

5 Clipped Articles  
Start a folder for the category. If info is available on line and you can 
access it within 1 minute or less, Toss. 

6 

Scraps of Paper 
with Notes 
Scribbled On Them  

Use a notebook to capture your ideas, to do items, meeting notes and 
telephone numbers.  Transfer scribbled notes into notebook.  

7 Business Cards  Enter into your contacts.   

8 

Paper – one of the 
biggest clutter 
culprits 

Sort, purge and file. Make sure to shred sensitive items. Paper piles up 
because you are either uncertain what to do with it or you don’t have a 
filing system that works for you. Ask your accountant or Google 
“retention guidelines” to get a list of how long to keep financial and 
legal documents. If you do not have a filing system and the task either 
seems too daunting or too time consuming to you, call in a professional 
organizer like AKorganizing to help you set one up. 

9 Coins, Glasses, Keys 

Use a dish or small tray to corral smaller items and keep them easily 
accessible. You can put one on your desk, on your dresser or by the 
door. 

10 Borrowed Items  
Keep items by the front door if you plan on returning them. Take with 
you the next time you plan on seeing your friend. 

11 
Returns and 
Exchanges 

Keep returns in a bag near the door. Block off time to do all the returns 
together or take them with you when you are going to be in the 
neighborhood of the store. 

12 Dirty laundry 
Use a large hamper with a wide opening to make gathering laundry a 
breeze.  Have a designated spot for dry cleaning. 

13 

Outdated clothing 
or clothing that no 
longer fits 

Try on. Can you add new life to it by altering it? If yes, then go ahead 
and take it to the tailor. If not, you can bring it to a consignment shop, 
gift it or donate it. Go to our website for some of our favorite places to 
donate. 
http://www.akorganizing.com/resources/where_to_donate__recycle/ 

14 

Torn, ripped or 
badly stained 
clothing  

"Demote it" i.e. use it to wear around the house or if it's too badly torn 
or threadbare, Toss.   
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15 Children's Toys 

Sort. Purge broken toys. Donate toys that your children have outgrown. 
You can also pack them up for their cousins, siblings or siblings to be 
Involve your child’s nanny or baby sitter in the process.  

16 Books 

If books are spilling out everywhere, you might not have the right 
storage system for them. Sort and purge books you no longer need then 
assess your storage needs. Buy a bookcase that comfortably houses 
your books. Make sure to take advantage of vertical space to preserve 
square footage! 

17 Bags 

Totes, grocery bags, shopping bags, plastic bags, eco-friendly totes - 
They can really pile up and create unnecessary clutter. Sort and purge. 
Keep only your favorite totes. Reuse plastic bags for trash and recycling. 
Create a "bag of bags". Use one tote to hold all totes for example. 

18 

Gifts you don't like, 
need or are not 
likely to use 

Think of someone who might enjoy or use the item. At AKorganizing we 
encourage you to “re-gift without guilt".   

19 
Cards and letters 
you’ve received 

Have a designated box for greeting cards with sentimental value. It's 
nice to revisit them every so often  

20 

Technology that 
needs to be 
repaired (phone, 
iPod, camera etc.)  

Call an expert to repair it. If a year has passed and you haven’t repaired 
it, Toss or give to someone else who can fix and enjoy it.  

21 
Technology 
Manuals  

If you haven’t referenced the manual for over a year and are pretty 
comfortable with the technology, Toss. Most information can easily be 
found on line. 

22 
Old Chargers and 
extra power chords Recycle. You can drop off at any Staples or Best Buy. Couldn’t be easier! 

24 

Old technology that 
you no longer use 
but has important 
info on it (music, 
photos, files etc.)  

Call in an expert to retrieve data. If you’ve lived without it for over a 
year, destroy the hard drive and recycle.  

25 Organizing supplies 

If you've purchased a ton of bins, boxes and gadgets to help you get 
organized, all to no avail, you may simply not know your organizing 
style. A professional organizer like AKorganizing can help you identify 
your organizing style and guide you towards products that are right for 
you. An organizer will also help you "re-purpose" what you already 
have.  
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